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BACKGROUND Sites of local abnormal ventricular activation
(LAVA) are ventricular tachycardia (VT) ablation targets. In noni-
schemic cardiomyopathy (NICM), minute and sparse LAVA poten-
tials are mapped with difficulty with direction-sensitive bipolar
electrograms (EGM). A method for its optimal characterization
independent of electrode orientation has not been explored.

OBJECTIVE Maximize voltages and calculate overall activation
direction at LAVA sites, independent of catheter and wave direction,
using omnipolar technology (OT) in NICM.

METHODS Four diseased isolated human hearts from NICM patients
were mapped epicardially using a high-density grid. Bipolar EGMs
with at least 2 activation segments separated by at least 25 ms
were identified. We used OT to maximize voltages (LAVAMAX) and
measured overall wave direction (LAVAFLOW) for both segments.
Clinically relevant voltage proportion (CRVP) was used to estimate
the proportion of directionally corrected bipoles. Concordance
and changes in direction vectors were measured via mean vector
length and angular change.
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RESULTS OT provides maximal LAVA voltages (OT: 0.836 0.09 mV
vs Bi: 0.61 6 0.06 mV, P , .05) compared to bipolar EGMs. OT op-
timizes LAVA voltages, with 32% (CRVP) of LAVA bipoles direction-
ally corrected by OT. OT direction vectors at LAVA sites demonstrate
general concordance, with an average of 62%6 5%. A total of 72%
of direction vectors change by more than 35� at LAVA sites.

CONCLUSION The omnipolar mapping approach allows maximizing
voltage and determining the overall direction of wavefront activity
at LAVA sites in NICM.
KEYWORDS Ablation; LAVA; Mapping; Omnipolar; Ventricular
tachycardia
(Heart Rhythm O2 2021;2:529–536) © 2021 Heart Rhythm Society.
Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-
nd/4.0/).
Introduction
Local abnormal ventricular activity (LAVA) potentials are
attractive targets for ventricular tachycardia (VT) ablation
strategies.1 Popularized by Jais and colleagues2 in 2012,
the histopathologic correlate of LAVA is thought to be sur-
viving myocardial bundles poorly coupled to the rest of the
scarred myocardium. Seminal work by de Bakker and Witt-
kampf3 has previously demonstrated that LAVA tracts are
formed from surviving bundles of fiber surrounded by inex-
citable scar. However, in nonischemic cardiomyopathy
(NICM), these LAVA potentials are known to be sparse.4

In general, it is known that substrate ablation targets for
VT in NICM are difficult to identify.5 Though many have
studied the effect of extrastimuli,6,7 change in pacing
site,8,9 size of recording electrode,10,11 interelectrode dis-
tance,12,13 and linear vs grid mapping catheters14,15 in
improving detection of these targets, none have harvested
the directional properties of LAVA and their distinct
conduction properties to maximize their detection.

Omnipolar technology (OT)16 has been used to charac-
terize a local traveling wave (eg, wave direction, speed, and
maximum voltage). OT has also been shown to alleviate the
inherent directionality problem of bipolar electrograms
(EGM). Thus, OT may provide a solution to the challenges
posed by LAVA detection, namely (1) their directional sensi-
tivity owing to minute voltage; (2) ability to determine overall
conduction direction; and (3) deconstruction of signals con-
taining LAVA activation into multiple distinct cardiac events.
In this paper, we present a proof-of-concept for maximizing
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KEY FINDINGS

- The omnipolar methodology, a catheter orientation–
independent and time activation–agnostic technique,
could be used to analyze voltage fields at local
abnormal ventricular activity (LAVA) sites of nonische-
mic cardiomyopathic hearts.

- The omnipolar methodology allows for independent
maximization of individual voltage components of
LAVA signals. This methodology could enable electro-
physiologists to ensure detection and elimination of
LAVA at the end of a catheter ablation procedure.

- Wave characteristics of individual components of LAVA
potentials could be characterized from its voltage fields
calculated with omnipolar methodology. In addition,
this process could unmask conduction routes at LAVA
sites that are otherwise undetectable with traditional
bipolar mapping.
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voltages (LAVAMAX) and determining overall wave direction
(LAVAFLOW) for successive activations at a LAVA site
(LAVAFLOW).
Methods
LAVA EGMs with distinct multiple wave activations were
identified from 4 diseased, isolated human hearts (IHH).
The pathologies for each IHH are as follows: IHH1 (male,
58 years old): dilated cardiomyopathy; IHH2 (male, 38 years
old): chemotherapy-induced cardiomyopathy; IHH3 (male,
64 years old): arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy; IHH4 (fe-
male, 43 years old): postmyocarditis dilated cardiomyopathy.
A wave activation was qualified as a signal segment with
sharp potentials with at least 3–4 deflections.
Figure 1 Ambiguity of local abnormal ventricular activity (LAVA) owing to b
wave arrival times during pacing from an isolated human heart. Right: Bipolar ele
showing their respective unipolar channels—show varying degrees of LAVA. The
CX.RX. Owing to bipolar electrograms’ directionality, LAVA could be seen from
area. P indicates a primary activation, while L indicates a LAVActivation.
Each heart was pace mapped using a custom high-density
(HD) electrode array plaque stitched on the epicardium. The
HD plaque consists of 112 electrodes (1 mm size) arranged in
a 14! 8 grid, equidistantly spaced by 2.4 mm between each
electrode (Figure 1). Each heart was installed in a Langen-
dorff setup perfused with Tyrode solution with flow rates
maintained between 0.9 and 1.1 mL/g/min and a temperature
of 37�C. Unipolar EGMs were simultaneously recorded us-
ing University Health Network’s custom mapping sys-
tem.17,18 Informed consent was obtained from all donors,
and IHHmapping protocols were approved by the University
Health Network’s research ethics board (Toronto, Ontario,
Canada).
Boundary between primary and LAVA bipolar wave
activations
Figure 1 shows an example isochrone map of the primary
activation from an IHH using the most negative slope detec-
tion. We show an example of fractionated bipolar EGMs,
showing primary and LAVActivations, along 2 orthogonal
axes: horizontal (BiH) and vertical (BiV) relative to our Lan-
gendorff suspension. For a simple case of 2 distinct activa-
tions within each bipolar EGM (Figure 2A), a marker is
placed between the primary and LAVActivations if tempo-
rally separated by at least 25 ms. By empirical determination
from all fractionated bipolar EGMs from all IHHs, 25 ms was
a sufficient time separation to distinguish at least 2 activa-
tions. Out of 860 bipolar EGMs reviewed, 90 bipolar
EGMs with at least 2 distinct activations were identified to
be included for further processing and analysis.
Omnipolar electrograms: Voltage and direction
The derivation and explanation of the OT algorithm have
been previously outlined by Deno and colleagues16 and
Massé and colleagues.19 Using 3 closely spaced unipolar
ipolar electrogram directionality. Left: An isochrone map derived from the
ctrograms, derived from 2 orientations—horizontal (red) and vertical (blue)
ir column-row location indicates unipolar channels on the plaque, written as
2 different directions but with significantly different profiles within a small



Figure 2 Temporal separation of local abnormal ventricular activity (LAVA) activations in bipolar and omnipolar electrograms. A: We show the temporal
division of 2 activations within bipolar electrograms along 2 orientations from the same LAVA site. At the bottom, we show our bipolar orientations relative
to our Langendorff suspension with a corresponding 2-dimensional (2D) plane and an angular reference.B:We also show the required minimum electrode config-
uration for 2D wavefronts and omnipolar technology (OT) processing. A time-stretched representation of a 2D voltage field represents a set of measurable bipolar
electrograms within a LAVA site enclosed by 3 electrodes. On the H-time and V-time planes, orthogonal projections, relative to our high-density plaque, show
examples of bipolar electrograms obtained from a 2D voltage field (H-V plane).
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electrodes (right triangle clique; Figure 2A), a representation
of a 2-dimensional (2D) voltage field of a traveling wave
along the myocardial surface was calculated using OT, repre-
sented by 2 orthogonal bipolar EGMs, VxðtÞ and VyðtÞ
projected at different angles, q, such that

VqðtÞ5 cos q VxðtÞ1sin q$VyðtÞ:

Segments of maximized (and minimized) voltage peak-to-
peak (VPP) values for both primary (PRIMAX/MIN) and
LAVActivation (LAVAMAX/MIN) segments were separately
calculated from angular projections of VqðtÞ. In addition,
we calculated the overall activation direction, qAD, of a
traveling wave, aT

.
, based on the spatial and temporal charac-

teristics of VqðtÞ. Mathematical derivations of the parameters
can be found in our Supplemental Material. Across IHHs, we
calculated 162 VqðtÞ’s from 3-electrode cliques. Only VqðtÞ’s
from cliques that shared unipolar electrodes with marked
bipolar EGMs for both orthogonal directions (H & V) were
included in the following quantitative analysis, decreasing
our sample size to 55.

Quantitative analysis – Voltage and direction

Voltage analysis – LAVAMAX
To test the differences and interactions between the VPP

values of VqðtÞ’s segments and their bipole counterparts,
we used a 2-way ANOVA and performed Bonferroni post-
tests, both within a 95% confidence interval.

To test the directionality of primary and LAVActiva-
tion, we performed a simple comparison of voltage ratios,
PRIMAX/PRIMIN and LAVAMAX/LAVAMIN, where a value
other than 1 would indicate directionality. In addition, we
performed a 1-sample, 1-tailed t test with a 95% confidence
interval between the mean voltage ratios. Description of
specificity and sensitivity study methods can be found in
our Supplemental Material.

Lastly, we used clinically relevant voltage proportions
(CRVP), similar to the version of the Clinical Benefit Propor-
tion introduced by Deno and colleagues,20,21 used in clinical
cases to evaluate the proportion of bipolar VPP values that
PRIMAX and LAVAMAX above certain thresholds direction-
ally corrected. For example, a CRVP score of 0 means that
PRIMAX or LAVAMAX did not correct any corresponding bi-
polar VPP values. Conversely, a score of 1 means that all of
the corresponding bipolar VPP values were corrected. We
used 4 different thresholds, 0.5 mV, 0.4 mV, 0.3 mV,
and 0.2 mV, to examine the performance of PRIMAX and
LAVAMAX under different ventricular substrate types.
Direction analysis – LAVAFLOW
We further examined the directionality of OT vectors by
measuring vector concordance within primary and LAVActi-
vations among 4 OT unit vectors from nonoverlapping
square areas of the HD plaque. We also examined OT vector
concordance across primary and LAVActivations to high-
light the difference of wave direction between activation
types. Concordance was measured using OT vectors’ angular

deviation via mean vector length,22 kaTk
.

. A 1-sample, 1-
tailed t test with a 95% confidence interval on mean vector



Figure 3 Maximized local abnormal ventricular activation (LAVA) omnipoles with LAVAMAX and tracking time evolution of activation direction at LAVA
sites using LAVAFLOW.A: The omnipolar methodology allows for reconfiguration of specific electrogram parts via maximization (PRIMAX/LAVAMAX) or mini-
mization (PRIMIN/LAVAMIN) (I–IV) depending on mapping objectives. Three possible combinations of maximized (or minimized) omnipoles are shown:
PRIMAX(t)1LAVAMAX(t) (I), PRIMAX(t)1LAVAMIN(t) (II), and PRIMIN(t)1LAVAMAX(t) (III). Shown using green bars is the angle along which a portion
of an omnipolar electrogram could be rotated to either maximize or minimize activations of interest. The omnipolar methodology (OT) also allows separate calcu-
lation of activation direction for B: primary and C: secondary activations at LAVA sites. OT allows tracking the time-evolution of activation direction vectors or
the flow of electrical waves within a LAVA site (LAVAFLOW). The general direction of OT vectors during a primary activation is significantly different compared
to the vectors during a secondary activation. Blank grids indicate non-LAVA sites.
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lengths was used to assess concordance within and between
primary and LAVActivations.

Comparing the qAD between primary and LAVActiva-
tions, we used an empirically determined angular difference
threshold in relation to OT vector coherence between primary
and LAVActivations to suggest a significant change in OT
vector angle. As in our observations from all IHH, a 95%
OT vector coherence correspond to an angular difference of
35� (or 617.5�) between qAD;P and qAD;L. Using this strict
threshold, we calculated the proportion of OT vectors
that drastically change their direction from the primary to
LAVActivation at LAVA sites across all IHHs.
Results
Omnipoles optimize LAVA detection
Omnipoles from a LAVA site were generated. The primary
and LAVActivations could be configured depending on the
activation segment of interest (ie, primary or LAVA).
Figure 3A(I) illustrates maximized primary and LAVA seg-
ments, ½PRIMAXðtÞ 1 LAVAMAXðtÞ�, at 2 different angular
projections. We further show that a primary segment could
be minimized and maximize a LAVA segment,
½PRIMINðtÞ 1 LAVAMAXðtÞ�, shown in Figure 3A(III), or a
primary segment maximized andminimize a LAVA segment,
½PRIMAXðtÞ 1 LAVAMINðtÞ�, shown in Figure 3A(II), with
their corresponding angular projections.

Areas associated to LAVA sites for each IHH with
respect to clique sizes (with percentage of the HD plaque)
are as follows: IHH 1: 112 mm2 (21%), IHH 2: 213 mm2

(41%), IHH 3: 40 mm2 (8%), and IHH 4: 101 mm2

(19%). Shown in Figure 4A are the comparison of the
average VPP values for both bipolar and omnipolar
EGMs (VPP source) for 2 different activation types (pri-
mary and LAVActivation). VPPs from primary activation
from any VPP source are shown to be larger than the
VPPs from LAVActivation: BiH,VPP: 1.17 6 0.20 mV (P)
vs 0.61 6 0.06 mV (L), BiV,VPP: 1.07 6 0.17 mV (P) vs
0.56 6 0.07 mV (L), MINOT: 0.63 6 0.09 mV (P) vs
0.21 6 0.02 mV (L), and MAXOT: 1.70 6 0.23 mV (P)
vs 0.83 6 0.09 mV (L). In Figure 4B, we show further ev-
idence of the general directional nature of both primary and
LAVActivations as indicated by their voltage VPP ratios,
with LAVActivations showing larger mean voltages



Figure 4 Voltage analysis of PRIMAX/MIN LAVAMAX/MIN.A:Voltage comparison of voltage peak-to-peak values from different voltage sources (ie, horizontal
bipole,minimumomnipole, etc) and activation types (ie, primary andLAVActivation).We show that omnipoles provideminimal andmaximal peak-to-peak voltage
values. B: Directionality of primary and LAVActivations is reflected from the distribution of their omnipolar technology (OT) voltage ratios (max/min) with the
majority of ratios for both activation types greater than 1.We also show clinically relevant voltage proportions forC:PRIMAX andD:LAVAMAX. For typical voltage
thresholds, PRIMAX and LAVAMAX consistently provide larger voltage peak-to-peak values compared to bipoles.
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ratios (4.20 6 2.7, P , .0001) than primary activations
(3.38 6 0.25, P , .0001). Results of our sensitivity and
specificity study can be found in our Supplemental
Material.

LAVAMAX detection leads to better clinical
recognition
Analysis of the CRVP values for PRIMAX shows that for a
voltage threshold of 0.5 mV (representing border of fi-
brosed/scarred sites), 90% of bipolar VPP values are corrected
for direction during the primary activation. In contrast,
CRVP for LAVAMAX corrects 32% of bipolar VPP values
during the LAVActivation. However, as the voltage
threshold decreases, the proportion of directionally corrected
bipolar VPP values increases for both primary and LAVActi-
vations. PRIMAX and LAVAMAX reach perfect correction at
0.30 mV and 0.10 mV voltage thresholds, respectively,
with average CRVP values across multiple voltage
thresholds at 0.96 6 0.05 for PRIMAX and 0.59 6 0.27 for
LAVAMAX. A summary of our CRVP analysis is shown in
Figure 4C and 4D.

LAVAFLOW: Omnipoles provide general wave
directions of LAVA tracts
We show in Figure 3B and 3C unique OT vector fields gener-
ated for primary and LAVActivations, respectively. These
figures indicate the presence of 2 time-staggered electrical
waves within a LAVA site. Highlighted in red are vectors
as examples (Figure 3C).

Analysis of OT vector concordance within primary and
LAVActivation segments show high averages, as indicated
by high average mean vector lengths 75% 6 5% and
62% 6 5% (P , .0001), respectively, further suggesting
directionality of both activation types. On the other hand,
OT vector concordance between primary and LAVActivation
segments shows only 41% 6 3% (P , .0001) concordance,
suggesting a difference of activation directions between the
primary and LAVActivation. The summary of OT vector
coherence analysis is shown in Figure 5A. Across all IHHs,
analysis of proportions shows that 72% of OT vectors change
direction by more than or equal to 35� (6 17.5�) between
primary and LAVActivation, as shown in Figure 5B.
Discussion
The significant finding of our work is that LAVA potentials
in NICM exhibit directionality, distinct from primary activa-
tion, and this finding has important clinical implications. The
practical consequence is that the prevalence of LAVAmay be
underestimated on multielectrode mapping catheters unless a
directional analysis is incorporated. Our findings also suggest
that ablation catheter determination of elimination of LAVA
is not complete until a mapping strategy that is not



Figure 5 Direction analysis of LAVAFLOW. A: We further show the directionality of primary and local abnormal ventricular activation (LAVA) potentials
through their omnipolar technology (OT) vector concordance. High vector concordance is shown from OT vectors for primary (green) and LAVActivations
(red). Furthermore, low vector concordance between primary and LAVActivations (yellow) shows that waves travel in different directions for each activation
type. B: To illustrate this, we show that 72% of OT vectors across all mapped isolated hearts change OT vector angle by more than or equal to 35�.
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directionally dependent on these sites has been conducted.
The detection of these potentials during grid mapping and
lack thereof when mapping with ablation catheters could be
addressed in the following manner: (1) 2-dimensional,
voltage field methodology using orthogonal bipole voltage
pairs can be used to delineate LAVA in an arrhythmogenic
substrate; (2) directional correction using OT negates the ef-
fect of wavefront directionality and is independent of elec-
trode orientation, optimizes detection (LAVAMAX), and
unmasks conduction routes (LAVAFLOW).

In contemporary practice, there is an increasing reliance
on substrate-based mapping, as most intraprocedural VT is
noninducible or unmappable owing to hemodynamic insta-
bility.23–25 Voltage mapping in sinus rhythm (or paced
rhythm) identifies abnormal EGM and channels critical for
reentrant circuits located within low voltage or scar.
However, differences in the mapping catheter (electrode
size, interelectrode spacing, and configuration) and
activation wavefront adversely influence bipolar EGM
components. Wavefront directionality not only affects
substrate characterization but also unmasks critical isthmus
anatomy26 and border zone heterogeneity.27 Multielectrode,
high-density catheters have improved the mapping resolution
of low-voltage regions by revealing surviving channels that
may be missed using standard catheters.28,29

Bipolar directionality strongly impacts local voltage
properties. Takigawa and colleagues30 examined diago-
nally orthogonal bipolar pairs in an animal infarct model.
They found an overall voltage variation of 0.28 mV (me-
dian of 30%) between orthogonal pairs, most pronounced
in border zone scar. Directional variation and anisotropy
accentuation in scar regions is a consistent finding, as
shown by their voltage ratios, and is likely a consequence
of architectural heterogeneity and functional conduction
block. As such, limitations in traditional mapping methods
may overlook critical LAVA potentials. We demonstrated
that OT eliminates this directional error and maximizes
LAVA detection by aligning the bipole to the activation
axis, which is evident through comparing their average
LAVAMAX values across all IHHs. LAVAMAX presents
33% and 26% higher VPP values compared to its horizontal
and vertical bipolar counterparts, respectively. A voltage
threshold of 0.5 mV, typically associated with border
zone scar, showed that 32% of LAVA sites could be better
identified by LAVAMAX than traditional bipolar VPP

values, as shown in our CRVP analysis. As the voltage
threshold is lowered to 0.1 mV, the approximate voltage
value from surviving tracts within fibrotic or scarred
tissues, the proportion of LAVA sites identified increases
by as much as 68%. Although these LAVAMAX values
are small, they could still be identified from EGMs’ noise
envelope with some accuracy, as shown from our sensi-
tivity analysis. A similar case is true for the directional in-
fluence on LAVA, since a fraction of these signals may be
distinguishable from the noise envelope. The recogniz-
ability of LAVA potentials from the noise envelope be-
comes important when switching from multidirectional
mapping grid electrode to ablation catheter with a unidirec-
tional assessment of LAVAs.

Nonetheless, we show that OT could be used to generate
either maximized or minimized segments of a fractionated
EGM, independent of catheter orientation. As OT is indepen-
dent of wavefront direction and electrode orientation, LAV-
AMAX may improve the identification of ventricular
arrhythmogenic substrate and electroanatomical maps.19,31

Furthermore, having information on multiple traveling
waves at a LAVA site could be beneficial for independent an-
alyses of related or decoupled cardiac electrophysiological
events

Animation techniques such as flashing dot mapping pio-
neered by Downar and colleagues32 and then followed by rip-
ple mapping33 have been previously used to characterize
multiple events during arrhythmic episodes; however, they
have been limited by the information collected either from
traditional bipolar EGMs or by sensing catheter orientation.
In this study, we extended OT’s application into this domain
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by processing EGMs with the assumption that more than 1
traveling wave exists within a brief time interval.
Furthermore, we provided some evidence of its feasibility
by introducing LAVAFLOW. Using this OT extension, we
showed that the traveling waves for primary and LAVActiva-
tions are distinct from each other, as indicated by the average
vector nonconcordance of 102� 6 61� between primary and
LAVA activations.

Using a similar directional concept used in the current
study, Nishimura and colleagues34 have also demonstrated
that developmental omnipolar software can visualize bi-
poles in different directions and maximize potentials at
each site. We have expanded this concept by applying
OT to track the source of the abnormal EGM and direction
of activation. We anticipate that by using this methodol-
ogy, the diastolic component of the VT circuit may be
delineated while performing a sinus rhythm substrate
map. The zone and direction of conduction in the surviving
tracts can now be mapped, improving our understanding of
the surviving tracts and their role in VT(s). This proof-of-
concept study highlights the dynamic role of LAVA, being
more than simply a static abnormal EGM. Translation of
this concept, in an era where mapping system resolution
improves and noise levels drop, controlling for different
parameters (ie, pacing sites and rates) could lead to better
detection of LAVAs and revelation of the role of LAVAs
in arrhythmogenesis.
Limitations
We recognize some limitations of our study. We performed
this study assuming that there are only 2 time-staggered trav-
eling waves at a LAVA site while, as Downar and col-
leagues32 previously showed, there could be more. In
relation, a secondary isochrone map for LAVActivation
was not included. As a result of our selection process, the
number of qualified LAVA sites is so few that a dedicated
isochrone map would not be as informative, since the
selected LAVA sites were sparse and noncontiguous. Our
process for identifying and separating LAVActivations is
inherently subjective. It is an important limitation, as we
are aware of complicated LAVA cases, such as prolonged
LAVAs or LAVAs embedded within the primary activation.
We also recognize that our study focuses on data acquired
from the epicardial mapping of NICM with grid array cathe-
ters and may not be generalized to other locations. Histopa-
thology of LAVA areas was not conducted owing to
restrictions on human heart protocol. Therefore we could
only give an approximate measure of LAVA areas in relation
to OT cliques.
Conclusion
An omnipolar approach using a fixed-spaced electrode grid
could maximize LAVA amplitudes and allow for indepen-
dent analyses of activation directions. This approach may
allow for better recognition of LAVA potentials in NICM
compared to traditional bipolar mapping.
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